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Minutes of the Bureau Meeting of the FAI Rotorcraft Commission (CIG) - 27 March 2015

Attendance
President

David HAMILTON

NZL

1st Vice President

Konrad GEIßLER

GER

2nd Vice President

Irina GRUSHINA

RUS

3 Vice President

Jacques BERLO

BEL

Secretary

David MONKS

GBR

Secretary

Pit SCHÖFFLER

GER

rd

The only topic of this telephone conference was the nomination of the participants for the World Air
Games in Dubai.
12 nations gave a nomination for the participation. These were Austria, Belarus, Belgium, China,
France, Germany, Japan, Poland, Russia, Switzerland, Ukraine and UK. One spot is reserved for a local
participant from the Emirates.
From each nation the first nominated crew was chosen to represent the country in Dubai. As there
are 15 slots available three additional crews had to be nominated. The decision was taken
unanimously that from Russia, UK and Germany a second crew will be invited by the FAI to
participate in the World Air Games. For the case that a crew refuses the invitation Belarus (1),
Switzerland (2) and Austria (3) will be reserves. All other crews will be put on a waiting list to be
nominated in case of further refusals.
For the World Air Games there is a need of ten judges including the chief judge. There are no
international judges from the Emirates. Only assistance judges are available there. Nine nations
nominated judges. As Chief Judge the conference nominated Irina GRUSHINA and to avoid a second
judge from one country the Bureau decided to invite Turkey to send a judge to Dubai. As scorer and
computer operator Brenda Nicoll from UK was nominated. As jury David Hamilton will act. Konrad
Geissler is to be there as the reserve.
David Hamilton will immediately inform the FAI about the nomination. They will invite the nominated
crews and in due course judges via the appropriate National Aero Clubs.
Wolfgang Perplies is designated as the CIG liaison officer to the World Air Games.
The conference was closed at 14.35 h.
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